For over a decade, femtosecond to picosecond atomic-scale dynamical processes in matter have been probed using pulsed x rays from sources ranging from laboratory-scale to synchrotrons to free electron lasers.[@c1] However, these experiments have been constrained in most cases by low repetition rates, insufficient brightness, long pulse durations, and/or large pulse-to-pulse fluctuations, necessitating the examination of systems driven far from equilibrium in order to generate a measurable signal. Recent efforts at synchrotrons have begun to develop capabilities for high repetition rate dynamical studies, but have largely been constrained to 100 ps time resolution and/or large excitation fluences.[@c6] The development of techniques that enable atomic-scale resolution, real-time probes of materials and devices in a regime relevant to the phase space occupied by materials near equilibrium is therefore an important research direction. For example, phonon transport across interfaces in thin films or heterostructures intrinsically involves picosecond transport processes and resultant part-per-million strains.[@c5] Here, we show that by utilizing the high brightness, repetition rate, and stability of a synchrotron, one may use x-ray scattering techniques to probe the atomic-scale dynamics and phonon conduction processes within systems close to equilibrium with 15 ps time resolution, corresponding to photo-induced lattice changes at the 10^−6^ level, applicable to broad diffraction peaks associated with nanoscale systems.

We present measurements probing transient photo-induced strain as encoded in shifts of diffraction peaks in several thin film materials. Three specific samples were examined: c-axis bismuth (130 nm) on sapphire, monodomain BiFeO~3~ (60 nm, \[110\] orientation) on SrTiO~3~ (BFO/STO), and Pb(Zr,Ti)O~3~ (100 nm, \[001\]) on SrRuO~3~:SrTiO~3~:Si (PZT/SRO/STO/Si). Bismuth has primarily been studied via time-resolved x-ray diffraction in the strongly pumped regime at sub-10 kHz repetition rates.[@c1] BFO and PZT are multiferroic and ferroelectric materials, respectively, and exhibit novel photoferroelectric responses[@c20] associated with coupling between currents, electric fields, and strain with the fundamental time-scales for these processes not well understood. The PZT sample additionally served as a lower bound for the time resolution of the experiment.

Measurements were conducted in a standard pump-probe x-ray scattering geometry at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource at beamline 10-2 using monochromatized 10 and 12 keV (with approximately 5 eV bandwidth) x rays with ∼200 *μ*Rad divergence as a probe, and a femtosecond optical laser synchronized to the electron bunches in the ring as a pump. Experiments were performed in two distinct modes of operation with different temporal characteristics: 1. standard operation mode, with x-ray pulses of 60 ps full-width half maximum (FWHM) in duration; 2. low-α mode, with 15 ps FWHM pulses. In the low-α mode, the trajectory of the electron bunches in the ring is altered to yield shorter duration x-ray pulses at reduced bunch currents.[@c28] In both operating modes, the fill pattern of the synchrotron consisted of four pulse trains, roughly 20 ns apart, with individual pulses in each train separated by 2.1 ns, accompanied by a single timing pulse separated from any other pulse by 60 ns on either side at 1.28 MHz repetition rate (the inverse round trip time of the storage ring); see Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. A Pilatus 100 K area detector[@c30] was used to collect the scattered x rays from the timing pulse enabling pump-probe measurements limited by the duration of the x-ray pulse. The flux from the timing pulse was 2.6 × 10^9^/s in regular operations and reduced by roughly a factor of 15 in low-α mode. X rays with a spot size of 150 × 240 *μ*m^2^ were incident on the sample at approximately the Bragg condition and only symmetric thin film reflections were probed.

A 1.28 MHz, 500 fs FWHM, 2 *μ*J per pulse Er-doped fiber laser with fundamental wavelength 1030 nm was used as the optical pump source, phase locked to the 476 MHz electron bunch RF signal. Time scans were carried out by delaying the 476 MHz RF signal using a variable length RF transmission line. Both the fundamental wavelength of the laser (1030 nm) and the second harmonic (515 nm) were used to pump the semimetallic Bi film sample, whereas the laser was frequency tripled to 343 nm to excite above bandgap for BFO and PZT.[@c31] The typical absorbed fluence for the Bi sample was 210 *μ*J/cm^2^ (1030 nm) and 75 *μ*J/cm^2^ (515 nm) while for the BFO and PZT it was ∼25 *μ*J/cm^2^, with the harmonics filtered appropriately via dielectric mirrors. The ratio of x-ray probe to laser pump spot area was roughly 1:3, 1:2, and 1:1 for the 1030 nm, 515 nm, and 343 nm light, respectively.

In the standard operating mode, the Bi film was excited at 1030 nm recording the symmetric 222 reflection (rhombohedral cell) via diffraction in a Bragg geometry with scattering in the vertical plane. Note the Bi sample was also pumped with 515 nm light but was probed in the short-pulse, low-α mode; see below for more discussion. The diffracted x-ray spot was recorded on the area detector such that measurements of photo-induced changes in the angular position of the center of mass[@c33] Θ~*com*~ and higher order moments were extracted as a function of time-delay between pump and probe. From a change in Θ~*com*~ changes in the lattice parameter can be extracted. This change has subtle dependence on both the crystal acceptance and beam divergence, as well as a small dependence on deviation from the symmetric scattering geometry.[@c34] Specifically for a symmetric geometry $$\frac{\Delta d}{d} = - \Delta\Theta_{\mathit{c}\mathit{o}\mathit{m}}\left\{ \frac{1}{\lbrack 1 - f(\nu)\rbrack\tan\,\theta_{b} + f(\nu)\sin\, 2\theta_{b}} \right\},$$where θ~*b*~ is the nominal Bragg angle, ν is the ratio of the rocking curve width to the incoming beam divergence, and $f(\nu)$ is given by $$f(\nu) = \frac{\nu^{2}}{\nu^{2} + \sin^{2}\theta_{b}}.$$Note $f(\nu)$ is a monotonic function that goes to 0 when the beam divergence is much larger than the rocking curve width and goes to 1 in the plane wave limit. When the rocking curve width is much larger than the incident beam angular divergence ($\nu \gg 1$) as is realized by our experimental parameters ($\nu = 50$, rocking curve width 0.5°), there is a direct mapping between the shift in angular center of mass of the x-ray diffraction pattern and the change in lattice spacing. We predict this mapping to be weakly sensitive to small deviations in the incident x-ray direction from the Bragg angle. See the supplementary material for more details concerning geometries slightly off the symmetric condition (Ref. [@c34]). Moreover, in this limit, the effects of the finite energy spread in the beam are also negligible. For the Bi film, a clear deflection of the x-ray beam is observed within the scattering plane, corresponding to smaller scattering angles, from which changes in the lattice parameter are directly extracted.

In Fig. [2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} we show a 1D lineout of the area detector as a function of time delay with the average x-ray early (i.e., optical pump arriving after x-ray probe) trace subtracted to highlight differences. Note the clear shift in peak center when the x rays come just after the laser. Fig. [2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the time-dependent fractional change in the Bi lattice parameter as determined from $\Delta\Theta_{\mathit{c}\mathit{o}\mathit{m}}$ and Eq. [(1)](#d1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The noise level corresponds to strains less than 10^−6^. We observe an initial increase in the lattice parameter followed by a partial recovery and damped oscillations. A fit to an error function for the rise time yields 65 ± 15 ps (FWHM), consistent with the time resolution of the x-ray pulses and therefore indicative of lattice changes in the Bi occurring at a rate much faster than the x rays. This time-scale is comparable to acoustic propagation time through the film (using *c~l~* = 1.9 nm/ps (Ref. [@c35])). Motivated by Refs. [@c18], we fit the long-time recovery to a decaying exponential yielding a time-constant of 4.8 ± 0.3 ns. Assuming a 1D diffusion model with a thermal boundary (Kapitza) conductance between the Bi film and sapphire substrate (similar to Ref. [@c18]), we extract from this time constant a Kapitza conductance $\sigma_{k} = 3.2\, \pm \, 0.2\,{\text{kW}/\text{cm}}^{2}K$ for the Bi/Sapphire interface roughly consistent with the value of 1.95 kW/cm^2^K extracted in Ref. [@c18]. There is additionally an observed change in the square root of the variance of the x-ray intensity distribution (defined as $\sqrt{\left\langle x^{2} \right\rangle - \left\langle x \right\rangle^{2}}$, where *x* is the angular coordinate on the detector) corresponding to a time-dependent broadening followed by a slower nanosecond recovery as shown in the inset to Fig. [2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. This is consistent with increased mosaicity or inhomogeneous strain induced by the laser.[@c26]

Further measurements were carried out probing photo-induced strain dynamics in BFO thin films at excitation fluences of ∼25 *μ*J/cm^2^. Fig. [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows time-resolved changes observed in both the BFO thin film (a,c) and the STO substrate (b,c). Figs. [3(a) and 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} show a 2D plot of change in angular position of the peak vs time in the same form as Fig. [2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, while Fig. [3(c)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the fractional change in lattice spacing for both the BFO and STO. In the BFO, we see a shift in the position of the diffracted 220 BFO reflection, associated with an expansion of the thin film, as has been observed before at 20 times higher fluences.[@c24] An error function fit yields a rise time of 75 ± 15 ps. By additionally recording changes in the STO 220 substrate reflection we resolve the time-scale for energy transfer across the BFO-STO interface manifested as a 920 ± 140 ps delay between the BFO response and the STO response. Consistent with our Bi/sapphire data above as well as with Refs. [@c18], the delayed onset of a change in the STO peak is indicative that there is a non-negligible thermal boundary resistance at the BFO/STO interface. This results in heat transfer from the BFO to the STO occurring on timescales much longer than for simple acoustic propagation. In contrast to the work in Refs. [@c18], though, we resolve here the structural changes in the substrate itself. The magnitude of the observed strain in the STO film is approximately 10^−6^ averaged over the x-ray extinction depth of the material, a factor of three weaker than for BFO.

In the low-α mode, the momentum compaction factor α, a measure of the relative change in electron orbit length for fractional changes in electron momentum,[@c28] is reduced such that the overall electron bunch duration, which scales as approximately $\sqrt{\alpha}$, decreases. This is done at the expense of some loss in bunch current in order to mitigate increased impedance associated with the vacuum chamber and coherent synchrotron radiation. For these experiments, we ran in an α/18 mode associated with a factor of 4 reduction in the normal synchrotron pulse duration. Streak camera measurements confirmed ∼15 ps FWHM x-ray pulses (Fig. [4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} inset). Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the induced fractional lattice change for the PZT, Bi, and BFO samples (excited with 343 nm, 515 nm, and 343 nm light, respectively) measured in this short pulse mode. The respective reflections measured were the 003, 222, and 220 peaks.

The PZT thin film shows a photo-induced expansion along the c-axis (the ferroelectric polarization direction) comparable to measurements for the Bi and BFO samples. The data are displayed on the same time axis to allow visual comparison of rise times. A fit of the PZT expansion to an error function reveals a FWHM rise time of ∼15 ps, consistent with measurements limited by the x-ray pulse duration. These results are in agreement with previous studies on PbTiO~3~ films that show acoustically limited expansion dynamics using an x-ray free electron laser.[@c20] Similar to Ref. [@c20], the observed expansion is opposite to what would be expected based on thermal heating, in which the c-axis tetragonality is reduced as the temperature is increased closer to the Curie temperature. The 515 nm-pumped Bi sample also shows a rapid rise time, with a fit yielding ∼29 ps, indicating a similarly fast response, with well-defined acoustic oscillations following time zero.[@c6]

In contrast, the dynamical response of BFO measured in the low-α mode shows expansion dynamics occurring on a much slower time-scale (Fig. [4(c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with the normal operations data. These time-scales are significantly slower than previous measurements taken at much higher fluences (∼1 order of magnitude) indicative of two different excitation regimes. At low fluences, the observed response is slower even than the acoustic propagation time across the film (∼20 ps) suggesting that the photo-induced response is not purely driven by simple thermally driven longitudinal expansion and likely involves coupling to in-plane strains which will necessarily evolve on slower time-scales.[@c24]

In conclusion, methods for performing time-resolved x-ray diffraction experiments at a high repetition rate (\>1 MHz) have been established in a weakly perturbative regime utilizing the high brightness of a synchrotron source with time resolution down to 15 ps and with strain sensitivity at the 10^−6^ level, corresponding to changes in the interlayer lattice spacing of fractions of a femtometer, and applicable to weakly scattering, nanolayer thin films. In particular, strains of this magnitude correspond to net displacements at the 100 fm level for a 100 nm thin film. These measurements reveal the first steps in interfacial thermal transport and allow for extraction of associated interfacial Kapitza conductances in complex heterostructures in the near-equilibrium limit. In ferroelectric nanolayers, these measurements reveal photoferroelectric effects associated with photo-induced, acoustically driven lattice strains in PZT in comparison with a slower dynamical response in BFO.
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![(a) Beam position monitor illustrating time structure of x-ray bunches. There are four pulse trains per synchrotron period (781 ns) consisting of pulses 2.1 ns apart along with one lone bunch separated by a ∼60 ns gap on either side. This bunch alone is used for timing. The black arrow shows one round trip of the synchrotron. (b) Zoomed-in portion of (a) centered around the timing pulse; fine time structure is an artifact of the detection mechanism.](SDTYAE-000001-034301_1-g001){#f1}

![(a) 2D plot of the Bi 222 diffraction peak shift induced by 210 *μ*J/cm^2^ of 1030 nm laser light. The vertical axis is a summation across the area detector mapping the 2D detector to an angular lineout. The horizontal axis is the time delay between laser and x-ray pulses (negative time means x rays arrive first). The intensity axis is the difference (normalized to ±1) between the averaged lineout with x rays very early (before any excitation, i.e., negative time) and the lineout at each particular time point. (b) Fractional change in Bi lattice spacing Δ*d∕d* extracted from data in (a). The dashed red line is an error function ("Erf") fit for the initial change. The dotted green line is an exponential ("Exp") decay fit on long time-scales. The inset shows the fractional change in the square root of the variance of the x-ray distribution on the detector along the scattering plane direction.](SDTYAE-000001-034301_1-g002){#f2}

![(a) 2D plot of the BFO film 220 diffraction peak shift upon excitation by 343 nm optical pulse (25 *μ*J/cm^2^ absorbed). The vertical axis is a summation across the area detector mapping the 2D detector to an angular lineout. The horizontal axis is time delay between laser and x rays. The intensity axis is the difference (normalized to ±1) between the average lineout with x rays very early (before any excitation) and the lineout at each particular time point. (b) 2D plot similar to (a) for the STO substrate. (c) Fractional change in BFO film (blue) and STO substrate (red) lattice spacings. Red (purple) dashed line is error function fit to the BFO (STO) rise time. There is a clear delay between the temporal overlap of the x-ray and laser pulses (∼*t* = 0) and the actual onset of a change in the STO, while the change in the BFO happens immediately. Note the STO data are scaled by a factor of 3 for ease of comparison with the BFO data and are averaged over several neighboring times for smoothing.](SDTYAE-000001-034301_1-g003){#f3}

![Fractional changes in (a) PZT, (b) Bi, and (c) BFO lattice spacings Δ*d∕d* measured with the 003, 222, and 220 reflections, respectively, collected in the short-pulse, low-α mode. The inset to (a) shows streak camera data measuring the x-ray pulse duration in the low-α mode. The BFO and PZT samples were pumped with an absorbed fluence of 25 *μ*J/cm^2^ of 343 nm light and the Bi sample with 75 *μ*J/cm^2^ of 515 nm light. The red dashed line is a fit to an error function for all three samples.](SDTYAE-000001-034301_1-g004){#f4}
